The Sovereign of the
Shores, Amilar Valna
Background

Appearance:

Ten years ago and more the Kingdom of the
Shores was an impoverished collection of citystates. Decades of misrule and squabbling had
reduced this one-proud province to a land of
the honorless and the downtrodden. It might
have gone on this way until the end of an age,
had Amilar Valna not come to the Shores.
With her she brought wise advisors, a
vanguard of heroes, a small fleet of merchants,
and a young family - all that remained to her
when she left the Seventh Legion, a past she
no longer speaks of. Her heroes and advisors
brought order to the lands. Her merchants
brought wealth to its cities. Her family won
her the hearts of its citizens.
Whatever she might have
been before, Amilar Valna
became the Sovereign of
the Shores, respected
queen and ruler.
Since then, Amilar has
tamed both her unruly
kingdom and its dark
reflection
in
the
underworld. When the
sun is in the sky, she
rules from the Woven
Throne in the city of
Phaedros. While she
sleeps, her souls co-mingle
and rule from the Throne of Coral, in
Phaedros-That-Was in the underworld.
Valna brought three children with her to the
Shores. She took Kellen Sky-Eyes as a consort
soon after she became Sovereign, and has
borne two more children by him. Her third
child, Amilar Cetta, has been recently chosen
by the Dragon of Air and may one day
succeed her on the Woven Throne. Ilsadoth,
her consort in the underworld, can give her no
children.

Amilar Valna has the classic look of the
Blessed Isle and the Seventh Legion, with
almond eyes, black hair, and pale skin. Her
face is often drawn with concern. She does not
scowl, but her stares are enough to silence
visiting dignitaries. She tends toward blue and
purple clothing, and more toward simple and
utilitarian garb.

Demeanor

Valna is a stern ruler. She brooks no nonsense
or dissembling in her court or when she is
traveling within the Shores. If she finds an
event particularly amusing or touching, she
may perhaps give a slight smile. The time
when she shows the most interest is when a
dinner guest tells stories of the wider world she will call her children to listen, and watch
with rapt fascination to any who can spin a
tale of distant lands.
In the underworld, Valna is
much the same as she is in
the waking world.
Perhaps there is a touch
less emotion in her
eyes, but she shows a
tenderness to Ilsadoth
that she does not share
with Kellen.
Five years ago when
there were bandits and
foul creatures in the
mountains north of the
Shores, she covered
herself in armor of bluewhite jade and rode forth to
face the danger with those heroes that still
remained. They say that her anger was like the
lightning on that day, her countenance like a
storm that founders ships.
The Amilar children are beloved by the people
- well-behaved, forthright, free with charity.
On festival days, the people say that they can
see Valna's true heart appear, as she smiles at
her children, laughs with them, holds their
hands, and shows them the love that... no, but
that is her story, and not ours to tell. If there
is a touch of strain in her voice at these times,
we shall say that we know not why.
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Intimacies: "I am Queen here and none will
usurp my power", "We will never bow to the
Realm", "My people will thrive", "I thrill to
the tales of distant lands", "My children"

Abilities

Amilar Valna is a capable and persuasive ruler,
trained in handling both administrative
matters and courtly events. She is also wellversed in occult lore and the history of
Creation, especially matters related to the soul,
the body, and language. When forced into
battle, she wields a thin jade sword that
returns to her hand at need.
Valna was chosen by the Air Dragon. Her
essence helps her to study and understand
more quickly, to couch one missive within
another, and to write compellingly and with
great beauty. She can see the flows of essence
and the forms of spirits. Her essence also
allows her to weave effective contracts and
hold to her oaths against temptation. She can
bring silence to a room or call a gale to speed
a ship. When under great duress she has been
known to summon lightning to strike down
her foes, and to leap many meters into the air.
In an unusual twist, Valna's essence is
"shadowed" - talents that would normally lean
to sorcery are bent instead towards
necromancy. She can call, banish, and bind
ghosts, see from one world into the other, give
gifts to the dead that bind them to her service,
send a ghost on to reincarnation, bend the
boundary of a shadowlands toward the lands
of creation or the underworld, and call a small
but swift vessel that sails the seas of the
underworld. Most uniquely, her souls go forth
as a single being when she is asleep, so that she
may rule the lands of the dead and the living
at once. Despite being a necromancer, Valna
does not deal with walking dead or other
physical creations, considering them vulgar
and disgusting.

brazen.
• Amilar Cetta, third of Valna's five
children, recently chosen by the Air
Dragon. Gracious, graceful, anxious.
• Versha Timewatcher, palace doorwoman
and retired guard. Polite, humorous,
serious.
• Raji Firehair, seneschal and head of the
palace staff. Efficient, no-nonsense, enjoys
games.

Questions

• Why does Valna put up with Kellen?
• Why doesn't Valna talk about her past in
Lookshy?
• Is Cetta's essence shadowed the way
Valna's is?

Supporting Characters
•

Amilar Dalnos, an advisor and distant
uncle who came to the Shores with Valna.
Proud, discerning, cautious.
• Kallindros Iron-mind, previous chieftain
turned advisor to Valna. Ancient, crafty,
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Kellen Sky-Eyes,
Royal Consort
Background

Kellen is the son of Alambor the Tide Lord.
Born to a mortal woman some thirty years
ago, Kellen had just come into his inheritance
when Valna arrived with her fleet. Kellen was
tired of dealing with his father's court and
with the local inhabitants. He immediately
saw an opportunity, and wooed Valna from
the moment she stepped off her ships.
Winning Valna's hand was not easy. The
Chosen of the gods are more than mortal, and
Kellen found himself outclassed in a dozen
different ways. He was forced to drive himself
mentally and physically simply in order to
keep up, let alone impress her. When Valna
took him as her consort, first quietly, then
officially, Kellen was initially pleased. He
suddenly had power, renown, and influence
across the whole of his father's territory, with
barely the need to work for it.
And just like that, he was bored again. Valna's
attention was on her realm, not him. He tried
to hold her eye through politics, through
military affairs, through dealings with the
spirit world. She told him that he was still
valued, and then moved on to the next

important meeting. He sought attention
through misbehavior, including several affairs.
Valna made it clear that she didn't care; told
Kellen that he was replaceable if he went too
far out of line. Quietly, he seethed.
Kellen kept his affairs; those men and women
at least paid him enough attention to sate him
temporarily. Two of those affairs are of
particular interest. The first is a tryst with
Yatna the Yellow, of which Valna is aware and
displeased. For Kellan, this is all the more
reason to ply the merchant queen with his
wiles. The second is a torrid romance with the
spy Iselsi Umon. Kellen is unaware of Umon's
origins; he suspects that she's a spy but not for
whom. He certainly doesn't know that she's
Chosen. Valna is not aware of this affair at all,
and would be furious if she were to find out
that Kellan is sleeping with an agent of the
Scarlet Empire.
Kellen is incredibly jealous of Ilsadoth's
relationship with Valna. He knows that
Ilsadoth has Valna's heart in a way that he
doesn't. However, since Kellen doesn't realize
that he himself wants Valna's love in addition
to her attention, he's in denial about it. As for
Ilsadoth, he wrote off Kellen after the second
day, when he realized the depths of Kellen's
narcissism. Ilsadoth doesn't pay Kellen any
attention whatsoever.

Appearance

Kellen is a beautiful, muscular young man
with dark skin and eyes. His hair has a
bluish tint, marking his heritage clearly.
He most often wears only a hakama
and perhaps a few pieces of jewelry,
leaving his chest bare.

Demeanor

At his best, Kellan is a commanding
and dynamic individual. He's
charming and charismatic, at least on
the surface. However, his need for
acceptance makes him petulant and
unpleasant beneath. He talks his way
way into a myriad of important
situations, then fails to puts forth the
necessary effort to see them through.
He knows that Valna - more often,
simply her reputation - will seem him
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safely out of a bad situation.
Kellan presents a smiling, snobbish,
disinterested air in court and around the city.
This is a calculated move to increase the
impact when he brings his attention and
charm to bear. Yatna the Yellow plays this
game along with him, for she wishes to rattle
Valna's cage as well. His relationship with
Iselsi Umon is still young, and so he is still
romantic, and she, impassioned. Both are
calculating how long this might last.
When Kellan visits his mother, as he does
several times each year, he is different. He is no
longer the bratty child that he presents to his
peers. He is caring and patient, attending to
her needs and ensuring that she wants for
nothing. Few outside of his family have seen
this side of him.
Intimacies: "The attention of every person I
meet", "My father and his approval", "My
mother's safety and comfort", "I am jealous of
Ilsadoth", "Actions taken in jealousy are
justified"

Abilities

Kellan is strong and limber, a portrait of
health and beauty. His face captures attention
from across a room, and his voice could call
sailors home from sea. He is capable of being
graceful, charismatic, seductive, even
conniving. His primary weakness is a lack of
follow-through and effort. The study of lore
and language escapes him, and he speaks only
Rivertongue and Old Realm. He was trained
with a bow and a trident as a youth, but has
practiced only the bow.
Gifted with the essence of his father, the Lord
of Tides, Kellan can call to the sea to advance
or retreat. He can't flood a town with this, but
he can renew wells and springs, or shunt rivers
into a new bed if given the time. Kellan can see
the invisible denizens of the spirit world,
speak with them, even grasp them if he so
chooses. Alambor has implied to Kellan
several times that his abilities could stretch
beyond merely controlling the sea, but he
hasn't followed up on this. Kellan's influence
over the tides of battle, rumor, and fortune are
yet undiscovered.
On one of Kellen's ankles is a leather thong

with a small cowry bead. This shell allows
Alambor to come to Kellen's side when called.
It is a birthright token, part of Kellen's soul as
a god-blood, and will function only three
times in his life. He has already used it twice.

Supporting Characters

• Eritha Sea-holder, his mother, who lives in
comfort by the sea-side to the north.
Kellen has ensured with his own money
that she is well taken care of. Kind,
beautiful, absent.
• Maruth Tinderhair, a palace guard whom
Kellen has bedded from time to time.
Watchful, uncertain, jealous.
• Cloud-on-water, a water sprite that is
Kellen's favorite sister. Capricious,
secretive, curious.
• Risha Brownfoot, a serving woman who is
another of Kellan's affairs. Romantic,
tired, a little paranoid.

Questions
•

How did Kellen win Valna's interest?
What did he have that she wanted or found
appealing?
• Kellan's definitely a narcissist, but is he
also secretly seeking a challenge, or is he
just lazy?
• What would Kellen do if given the
opportunity to remove Ilsadoth and the
underworld from Valna's life?
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Ilsadoth,
Consort in Shadow
Background

Ilsadoth is a ghost. It has been over one
hundred years since his death, and still he
clings to the land where he lived. He was
about forty-five years old when he died,
murdered by Serranos during a bid to take
over the Shores and bring it into the Wyld
during Calibration. Ilsadoth's victory over
Serranos and his forces five years ago (with
Valna's aid) is one of the proudest moments of
his existence, and not just for the sweet taste
of revenge.
Between his death and Valna's arrival at the
Shores, Ilsadoth made a reputation for himself
by uniting the scattered ghosts who lived in
the area. He was more chieftain than king, and
more advisor than chieftain, but he was
respected, and his words carried weight. He
settled disputes both petty and weighty. He
organized scouts and messengers to warn his
citizens about dangerous hungry ghosts.
His people watched Amilar Valna for some
time before deciding to reveal themselves.
Necromancy gives even the weak initiates
tremendous power over the dead, and Valna
was no mere initiate. Ilsadoth eventually
overruled his counselors, who would have
preferred to hide themselves and their loved
ones from her until she passed from the world.
He approached Valna and offered the services
of his network in exchange for the protection
of ancestor-worship in the Shores. She agreed
to that and more.
Now Ilsadoth serves at Valna's left hand where
Kellan is her right. He has only minimal
influence in Creation, but has a more-thanequal share of their rulership in the
underworld.

Appearance

Ilsadoth is a rugged-faced, dark-skinned man
with several scars. His eyes are lions-mane
gold. He dresses primarily in the somber robes
that were common when he died decades ago.

Demeanor

Ilsadoth on the throne is everything one
would expect from a ruler of the dead:
impassive and wise, a bringer of justice. He is
compassionate, but unafraid of difficult
solutions. He defers to Valna's rulership, but
she defers to his judgement in matters of
death.
When he takes off his crown of pearls, Ilsadoth
is a softer man. He sees himself as a guide to
the "restless departed," as he puts it. He's
patient, compassionate, and persistent, with a
great deal of empathy for those who have
recently arrived in the underworld. He
remembers being angrier and more passionate
in life, but prefers the calmer, quieter self that
he became after his death. He's done
mourning for his old self.
That's what he'd like to believe, at least. His
anger dwells within him still. Serranos
brought that out when he reappeared. Ilsadoth
believes that this was merely a relapse of sorts,
but secretly he knows that the mindless rage
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of the hun soul is something he's still capable
of.
Intimacies: "My Queen is my love", "Speak
quietly until the time for rage is come",
"Reincarnation is the true path - the dead
should seek it eventually", "The restless dead
have unfinished business - they should finish
it"

Abilities

observation. Where did he learn this?
• What does Valna see in Ilsadoth? Why did
she take him as consort?
• What is Ilsadoth's plan if Valna turns on
his people? Does she have a plan if he
decides to betray her?
• Who was Ilsadoth before his death? Why
did he cling to existence?

Ilsadoth knows the pathways of the
underworld, its people and customs, and how
to read its stars. His role over the last century
gives him an unmatched network of allies,
messengers, and ghostly warriors, which he
has made an ally to the Shores.
Comfortable in his own essence, Ilsadoth can
float softly through the air, manipulate
shadow and sound, and see in the deepest
darkness. He can see both the living world and
the underworld, and manifest in the living
world at night. He can even track, repel, and
tame hungry ghosts, though he knows not to
underestimate their power. Ilsadoth has not
learned necromancy - he associates its use
among ghosts with the influence of the
Neverborn, and worries what their whispers
might do to his mind and soul.

Supporting Characters
•

Kheroth, his chamberlain and confidante.
Stuffy, clever, kind.
• Old Huno, one of the Contagion Dead,
oldest ghost in the Shores and occasional
advisor to Ilsadoth. Canny, earnest,
unhinged.
• Oraisa Dark-Eyes, ghost-talker and
medicine woman, Ilsadoth's link to the
mortal world before Valna arrived. Busy,
talkative, disappointed.
• Phrassa the Inquisitive, leader of
Ilsadoth's many scouts and messengers.
Reserved, grumpy, anything but curious.

Questions
•

Ilsadoth knows much about the
underworld and its workings, more than
he could have learned from simple
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Alambor the Tide Lord
Background

Mighty lord of the tides, Alambor of the
Dreaming Sea was raised to his current
position after the Fair Folk were driven back
from Threshold. As a major figure in the local
spirit courts, every god in the Shores knows
the story of his mortal child and their mutual
rise to influence.
Alambor's time has been fairly uneventful save
when his life touched the lives of mortals.
Such is the way of many gods. The most
recent time that his life was joyously
complicated was thirty years ago, when he fell
in love with a mortal woman. She came out to
watch the sea every day, and he felt the power
of her gaze upon him. When he stepped from
the waves on the night of the full moon to
meet her, he found the kindest and most
beautiful soul he had ever seen.
As lord of ebb and flow, marriage was not his
way, but he returned every month to his
beloved. The people of her city noticed, of
course, and some objected quietly, but none
could gainsay him - too many fishermen relied
on him for their livelihoods. His sunken riches
took good care of her, and provided for the
inevitable child as well: Kellen Sky-Eyes.
Alambor was the first god to meet with
Amilar Valna when she arrived at the Shores or at least the first to treat her with respect.
Her sailors readily agreed to pay Alambor the
respect he was due in exchange for
swift and safe travel. By this time
his son, greedy as always for his
father's attention, was old
enough to court Valna's
affections. To Alambor's
surprise,
Kellen
was
successful. In the past few
years Alambor has gracefully
stepped
down
his
involvement in Valna's court
and politics to give his son a
little more room to grow. As has
often been the case, Kellen
refused to grow.
Most recently, Alambor met a
ship approaching the Shores to

warn them of a dangerous Wyld-born serpent
beneath the waves, one beyond his power. His
warning was not enough, and the creature
attacked the ship. Before Alambor's very eyes
one of the travelers aboard, Otar Vaspasian,
was chosen by the Sun and defeated the beast
in a furious battle with his single hand. The
sailors swore to keep Otar's secret, but
Alambor did not, and now he debates whether
he should tell Valna of this young Chosen in
her city.

Appearance

Alambor has taken on the appearance of his
primary worshippers, the sailors and
fishermen who ply the Shores. He appears
most often as a well-muscled, rough-shaven
man with a confident air and a faint blue aura.
He has also sometimes appeared as a seagull, a
giant sunfish, or a sea turtle.

Demeanor

Alambor is steady in some ways and
changeable in others. He believes in tradition
and duty. His spirit court is better kept than
most, and sees to their duties with only a
minimum of bribes. He cares for his family
and watches over them. In these ways, he is as
reliable as the sea itself.
From day to day, however, and even over the
course of half an hour, Alambor can go from
being calm and talkative to wrathful and
tempestuous. If one weathers his storm, he
will surely return to a calmer and more polite
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